
Easy application

Special
recommendation

Steinrein®915
Cleans concrete, natural stone and facades

High reactive cleaning concentrate made for pore deep cleaning. Suitable for
mineral surfaces. Steinrein®915 is made for cleaning concrete, concrete
pavement, industrial floors, natural stones* , brick, clinker for walls (facades)
and floors.

Steinrein®915 contains silicic acid which reacts with cement bonded materials.
The silicic acid creates water-insoluble silicate which hardens the surface
additionally and mineralises it.

 * This product is not suitable for marble, travertin and chalk containing natural stones.
(Calciumcarbonat).

Diluted Steinrein®915 will be applied on perfectly wetted surfaces, and should
react in 10 minutes.

After sufficient exposure time, clean the surface with a strong water jet,
preferably with a high-pressure cleaner, rinse until the water runs off clearly.
In case of thick layers of dirt, repeat the treatment if necessary or treat the
surfaces mechanically (brushing machines etc.).

Important:  Steinrein®915 should not dry out! For open spaces if possible
do not work in strong sunlight or strong wind. If necessary, lightly spray water
over the surface and keep it moist during the exposure time.

Each area, each pollution and each stone is individual. Therefore always test a
small area in advance!

Cleaning of vertical surfaces (socle, facade etc.) always start at the bottom
and work upwards. Never the other way round this may create stripes!

Persistent spots ( such as old pollutions with engine oil) must be treated with
pure Steinrein®915 in advance. Additionally intensive brushing is very helpful.
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Properties  and Safety information

Product delivered:   Water like liquid
Odour: Weak
Solubility:   In water
pH: <2
Dilution: Depending on the pollution situation

1:1 till approx. 1:10 with water
Contents: Silicic acid, high active tenside and additives
Labelling: Corrosive, Danger

Steinrein®915  is acid and should be treated carefully. Wear googles and
gloves for protection.

Attention: The silica contained in the product can cause irreparable stains on
glass, enamel and glazed ceramics and also on anodized aluminum. Protect
adjacent components by carefully covering or masking with waterproof
adhesive tape and plastic foil (DO NOT use paper!).

Keep the product closed, separated from food and always in its original
containers; it must not be allowed to get into the hands of children or
unqualified persons.

The surface-active substances (surfactants) and additives used in Steinrein®

915 are biodegradable; the product contains no phosphates.  The silicic acid
contained is neutralized by reaction with concrete and cement ingredients.
There are therefore no concerns if the product diluted with water (rinsed off)
is released into the soil or gets into the sewerage system.

These technical information describe the present-day state of
knowledge these product. They should only inform about the
possibilities of application and could not release the applicator
of his commitment to check the possibility to use the product
for the required application. Information for processing can be
found in processing instructions of our product. Information
about safe handling can be found in our current safety data
sheet for safe handling with Steinrein®915.
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